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Exclusive rare radiative decays ofB mesons
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The exclusive rare radiativeB decays are studied in the relativistic independent quark model based on the
confining potential in the scalar-vector harmonic form. The relevant form factors as well as the branching ratios
for the processesB0→K* 0g andB6→K* 6g have been estimated in reasonable agreement with the available
experimental data. The result compares well with several other model predictions. The calculation has been
extended to the CKM-favored processBs→fg and CKM-suppressed processesBu,d→rg and Bs→K* g.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical interest in the rare radiative decayB→K* g
as a test of the standard model~SM! has been renewed afte
the CLEO experiment@1# which positively identified the pro-
cess in 1993 and gave the preliminary determination
the exclusive branching ratioB(B→K* g)5(4.061.7
60.8)31025. Subsequently the measurement of the inc
sive photon energy and the branching ratio was also repo
by the CLEO Collaboration@2# yielding B(B→Xsg)
5(2.3260.5760.35)31024. The rare radiative decays ofB
mesons are remarkable for several reasons. TheB→K* g
decay arises from the quark level processb→sg via
penguin-type diagrams at one loop level. Hence it is not o
a significant test for standard model flavor-changing neut
current dynamics, but also sensitive to new physics app
ing through virtual particles such as the top quark andW
boson in the internal loop. The study of this process provi
valuable information about the Cabibbo-Kobayas
Maskawa~CKM! parametersVtd , Vts , Vtb and the top quark
mass. From the existing bounds on theb→sg branching
ratio, it is possible to place constraints on new physics s
as the supersymmetry and other extensions of the stan
model.

The inclusive decayB→Xsg is predominantly a short
distance process and can be treated perturbatively in
spectator approximation. In contrast with the exclusive ch
nel, these decay modes allow a less model-dependent c
parison with theory, since no specific bound-state mode
needed for the final state. This opens the road to a rigor
comparison with theory. The theoretical analysis of the
decays is based on the effective Hamiltonian, which is
tained by integrating out the heavier degrees of freedom.
renormalization of the Wilson coefficients in the effecti
Hamiltonian has been calculated to leading orders@3# show-
ing an increase of the decay amplitude approximately b
factor of 2. Some of the next-to-leading order correctio
have also been calculated@4,5#. The data not only agree with
the SM-based theoretical computations@6# but almost over-
lap with the estimation of@7#. The matrix element of the
effective Hamiltonian for the inclusive rare decays has a
570556-2821/97/57~1!/405~8!/$10.00
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been calculated in the heavy quark effective theory~HQET!
using heavy quark expansion to leading and next-to-lead
order terms@8,9# in good agreement with data.

The decays ofB mesons to exclusive final states of th
type B→K* (892)g is a topic of tremendous interest an
activity in recent years@10#. The theoretical analysis of thi
type of decay requires a long distance QCD contributi
which can hardly be determined perturbatively. It is also n
straightforward to calculate the exclusive decays by the fi
principle QCD application due to the complications inhere
in the nonperturbative QCD. Therefore, workers resort
various phenomenological models to get some reliable p
dictions in this sector. In fact, there are several meth
available in the literature to study the exclusive proce
Some of them include the QCD sum rule@11–13#, lattice
QCD @14#, nonrelativistic and relativistic quark models@15–
17#. The heavy quark mass limit@18# has also been applie
to exclusiveB→K* g decay even though thes quark in the
final K* meson is certainly not heavy, contrary to the r
quirement of HQET. The mass ofs quark is of the order ofL
parameter, which determines the scale of 1/mQ corrections in
HQET @9#, for which substantial corrections to this lim
come from the whole series in 1/mb . Nevertheless heavy
quark expansion is applied toB→K* g, since kinematically
the finalK* meson is found to have a large relativistic rec
momentum of the order ofmb/2 and energy of the sam
order. So it is possible to expand the matrix element of
effective Hamiltonian both in inverse powers ofb-quark
mass from the initialB meson and in inverse powers of th
recoil momentum of the finalK* meson yielding an expan
sion in powers of 1/mb . With this assumption Faustov an
Galkin in the relativistic quark model based on the quasi
tential approach in quantum field theory, calculated the
clusive rare radiativeB decays to the leading and next-to
leading order terms of 1/mb expansion@19,20#.

The matrix element of the effective Hamiltonian fo
B→K* g type decays is covariantly expressed in terms
two-transition form factors. However, in such decays on
one form factorf 1(q2) effectively contributes. The study o
exclusive rare decay is, therefore, reduced to an extractio
the transition form factorf 1(q2). The extraction of the form
405 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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406 57N. BARIK, S. KAR, AND P. C. DASH
factor from a model dynamics entails a large uncertainty
survey of the existing treatments reveals sizable model
pendence, which reflects the difficulty in treating the lar
recoil involved in these decays besides the difficulty in c
culating the hadronic matrix element in between two bou
state hadrons within the scope of a constituent quark mo
It is not surprising, therefore, to find the predictions in th
sector dispersed over a wide range with an order of ma
tude variation such asB(B→K* g).(2 – 16)31025 de-
pending on the model used. Therefore a model, be it QC
inspired or purely phenomenological, used to study th
exclusive channels, should be one which reflects adequa
the true bound-state character of the participating hadr
with the relativistic constituent quarks confined within.

We have developed a relativistic independent qu
model based on a confining potential with a scalar-vec
harmonic form which has been providing consistently re
able predictions for a fairly large spectrum of hadronic ph
nomena such as static hadronic properties@21,22#, radiative
@23,24#, weak radiative@25#, leptonic @26#, weak leptonic
@27#, and semileptonic@28,29# decays of light as well as
heavy mesons. Therefore, we intend here to study the ex
sive rare radiative decays ofB andBs meson in the frame-
work of such a model to test the applicability of the model
yet another interesting area of rare decays.

The paper is organized in the following manner. In Sec
we describe the effective Hamiltonian and transition ma
element for the exclusive rare decays. Section III provide
brief outline of the independent quark model. We extract
transition from factorf 1(0) and derive an expression for th
decay width from the model dynamics in Sec. IV. Fina
Sec. V embodies our results and discussion.

II. EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN AND TRANSITION
MATRIX ELEMENT

In order to prepare the ground for the treatment of
exclusive rare radiative decays, we start with the QC
corrected treatments of the decays at the quark level.
loop diagrams giving rise tob→(s,d)1g decays have quite
significant QCD corrections, as pointed out some time a
@16,17#. These perturbative QCD corrections are, in fact,
corporated in a systematic manner by integrating out
heavier degrees of freedom. In the standard model,B decays
are described by the effective Hamiltonian obtained by in
grating out the top quark andW boson and then using th
Wilson expansion@3#. For theb→sg transition@3–5#

Heff~b→s!5
24

&
VtbVts* (

j 51

8

Cj~m!Oj~m!, ~1!

whereVi j are the corresponding CKM parameters,$Oj% are a
complete set of renormalized dimension six operators invo
ing light fields which governb→s transition. They consist o
two current operatorsO1,2 and four strong penguin operato
O3 – 6, which determine the nonleptonic decays, the elec
magnetic dipole operatorO7

O75
e

16p2 s̄smn~mbPR1msPL!bFmn
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PR,L[~16g5!/2, ~2!

and the chromomagnetic dipole opratorO8 , which are re-
sponsible for the rareB decaysB→Xsg and b→s1g, re-
spectively@3#. Here e and Fmn denote the electromagneti
coupling constant and the field strength tensor. The Wils
coefficientsCj (m) are evaluated perturbatively at the ele
troweak scalem;MW and then they are evolved down to th
renormalization scalem;mb by the renormalization group
equations. The coefficientC7 of the electromagnetic dipole
operatorO7 has been calculated to the leading logarithm
order @3#. The next-to-leading-order corrections to th
anomalous dimension matrix are also partially known@4,5#.
Since the dominant contribution to the decay wid
G(B→K* g) comes from the magnetic moment ter
C7(m)O7(m), it is necessary to evaluate the matrix eleme
of this operator only.

In the same argument, one can start from theS-matrix
element with the effective Hamiltonian for the exclusive ra
decay of the typeB(P)→K* (k)1g(q) to obtain the on-
shell invariant matrix element in the form

M5
eGFmb

2&p2
C7~mb!VtbVts* h* m~q,d!A4EBEK*

3^K* ~k!us̄ismnqnbRuB~P!&, ~3!

where q and h are the momentum and polarization of th
emitted photon. We keep only thebR component, which has
a major effect on this decay. The hadronic matrix elem
has the covariant decomposition

A4EBEK* ^K* ~k,e* !us̄ismnqnbRuB~P!&

[A4EBEK* ^K* ~k,e* !uVm1AmuB~P!&

5 i Pmnrse* nPrks f 1~q2!

1@em* ~MB
22MK*

2
!1~e* •q!~P1k!m# f 2~q2!. ~4!

Heree* is the polarization vector of the finalK* meson;q
5P2k denotes the four-momentum transfer;Vm andAm are
the vector and the axial vector part of the effective curre
(MB ,EB) and (MK* ,EK* ) are the mass, energy of the initia
and final meson, respectively.

From the angular momentum conservation,K* in
B→K* g appears in a spin-up or a spin-down state due to
spin flip (DMs561). Assuming theK* momentum to lie in
the z direction, we expand the hadronic matrix element
Eq. ~4! in theB-meson rest frame for the allowed spin state
SV561 of K* and then sum over the photon polarizatio
index d so as to find the decay widthG(B→K* g) in its
generic expression

G~B→K* g!5
1

~2p!2 E dkWdqW

2MB2EK* 2Eg

3d~4!~P2k2q! (
d,SV

uMu2, ~5!
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57 407EXCLUSIVE RARE RADIATIVE DECAYS OFB MESONS
where

(
d,SV

uMu25
aGF

2mb
2

p3 uC7~mb!u2uVtbVts* u2

3MB
2Eg

2@ u f 1~0!u214u f 2~0!u2#, ~6!

wherea is the electromagnetic fine structure constant andEg
is the energy of the emitted photon. Then one obtains

G~B→K* g!5
aGF

2

8p4 uVtbVts* u2uC7~mb!u2

3mb
2Ēg

3@ u f 1~0!u214u f 2~0!u2#. ~7!

Here Ēg5(MB
22MK*

2 )/2MB is the photon energy. This i
obtained in the argument factorization of the energy de
function and is fixed at the meson level. In view of the fa
thatVub is very small, from the unitarity relation one usual
replaces the productuVtbVts* u by uVcbVcs* u so as to write the
decay width expression in the form

G~B→K* g!5
aGF

2mb
2

64p4 uVcbVcs* u2uC7~mb!u2

3MB
3S 12

MK*
2

MB
2 D 3

@ u f 1~0!u214u f 2~0!u2#.

~8!

Calculating the form factorsf 1(0) andf 2(0) from within the
dynamical scheme of a suitable model one can estimate
decay width as well as the branching ratio using Eq.~8!.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION

In the present model a meson, in general, is pictured
color-singlet assembly of a quark and an antiquark indep
dently confined within the meson by an effective avera
potential@21–29#:

U~r !5
1

2
~11g0!~ar21V0!, a.0. ~9!

The potential taken in this form represents phenome
logically the confining interaction expected to be genera
by the nonperturbative multigluon mechanism. The qua
gluon interaction at short distance originating from on
gluon exchange and the quark-pion-like interaction requi
in the non-strange sector to preserve chiral symmetry
presumed to be residual interactions compared to the do
nant confining interaction. Although the residual interactio
treated perturbatively in the model are crucial in generat
mass splitting@13,18# in the hadron spectroscopy, their ro
in hadronic decay processes are considered less signifi
a
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Therefore, to the first approximation, it is believed that t
zeroth-order quark dynamics inside the meson core, ge
ated by the confining part of the interaction phenomenolo
cally represented by the potentialU(r ) in Eq. ~9!, can pro-
vide an adequate description for the exclusive rare radia
decay of the typeB→K* g. In this picture the independen
quark Lagrangian density in the zeroth order is given by

Lq
0~x!5c̄q~x!S i

2
gm]m

↔2mq2U~r ! Dcq~x!. ~10!

The ensuing Dirac equation withEq85(Eq2V0/2),
mq85(mq1V0/2), lq5(Eq81mq8), and r 0q5(alq)21/4 ad-
mits a static solution of positive and negative energy
zeroth order, which for the ground-state meson can be
tained in the form

fql

~1 !~rW !5
1

A4p
S igq~r !/r

sW . r̂ f q~r !/r Dxl ,

fql

~2 !~rW !5
1

A4p
S i ~sW . r̂ ! f q~r !/r

gq~r !/r D x̃l . ~11!

Here the two component spinorsxl and x̃l stand for

x↑5S 1
0D , x↓5S 0

1D and x̃↑5S 0
2 i D , x̃↓5S i

0D ,

respectively. The reduced radial parts in the upper and lo
component solutions corresponding to the quark flavorq are

gq~r !5NqS r

r 0q
Dexp~2r 2/2r 0q

2 !,

f q~r !52
Nq

lqr 0q
S r

r 0q
D 2

exp~2r 2/2r 0q
2 !, ~12!

where the normalization factorNq is given by

N q
25

8lq

Apr 0q

1

~3Eq81mq8!
. ~13!

The quark binding energyEq of zeroth order in the meson
ground state is derivable from the bound-state condition

Alq

a
~Eq82mq8!53. ~14!

From the quark-antiquark eigenmodes in Eq.~11! obtainable
from the model, it is possible to derive the effective mome
tum distribution amplitude for constructing the mes
ground state with a definite momentumPW and spin projection
SV as
uM ~PW ,SV!&5
1

AN~PW !
(

l1l2PSV

zq1q2

M ~l1 ,l2!E dpW 1dpW 2d~3!~pW 11pW 22PW !GM~pW 1 ,pW 2!b̂q1

† ~pW 1 ,l1! b̂̃ q2

† ~pW 2 ,l2!u0&. ~15!
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408 57N. BARIK, S. KAR, AND P. C. DASH
Here b̂q1

† (pW 1 ,l1) and b̂̃ q2

† (pW 2 ,l2) are, respectively, the

quark and antiquark creation operator.zq1q2

M (l1 ,l2) stands

for the appropriate SU~6! spin flavor coefficient for the me
son M (q1 ,q̄2). N(PW ) represents the overall normalizatio
factor, which can be expressed in an integral form as

N~PW !5E dpW 1uGM~pW 1 ,PW 2pW 1!u2. ~16!

This is obtainable from the meson-state normalizat
considered here in the form

^M ~PW !uM ~PW 8!&5d~3!~PW 2PW 8!. ~17!

Finally GM(pW 1 ,pW 2) provides the effective momentum distr
bution amplitude for the quark and antiquark inside the m
son. In the independent particle picture of the present mo
GM(pW 1 ,pW 2) can be expressed as the geometric mean of
momentum probability amplitudes of the constituent qua
antiquark@24,26–30# as

GM~pW 1 ,pW 2!5Agq1
~pW 1!g̃q2

~pW 2!. ~18!

In fact, gq1
(pW 1) can be obtained by a suitable momentu

space projection of the orbitalfql

(1)(rW) in Eq. ~11! corre-

sponding to the lowest eigenmode. Ifgq1
(pW 1 ;l1 ,l18) is the

amplitude of the bound quarkq1 in its lowest eigenmode to
be found in a state of definite momentumpW 1 and spin pro-
jection l18 , then

gq1
~pW 1 ;l1 ,l18!5

uq1

† ~pW 1 ,l18!

A2Eq1

E drWfq1l1

~1 ! ~rW !exp~2 ipW 1 .rW !,

~19!

whereEp1
5A(pW 1

21mq1

2 ) and uq1
(pW 1 ,l18) is the usual free

Dirac spinor. Using free Dirac spinor normalization and ta
ing aq51/2r 0q

2 , gq(pW ;l,l18) is reduced to

gq1
~pW 1 ;l1 ,l18!5gq1

~pW 1!dl1l
18

~20!

with
n

-
l,
e
-

-

-

gq1
~pW 1!5

ipNq1

2aq1
lq1

A~Ep1
1mq1

!

Ep1

~Ep1
1Eq1

!

3expS 2
pW 1

2

4aq1

D . ~21!

Thusgq1
(pW 1) essentially provides the momentum probabil

amplitude for a quarkq1 in its eigenmodefql
(1)(rW) to have a

definite momentumpW 1 inside the meson. In the similar wa
one can find the momentum probability amplitudeg̃q2

(pW 2)

for the antiquarkq̄2 in its eigenmodefql
(2)(rW) as

g̃q2
~pW 2!5

2 ipNq2

2aq2
lq2

A~Ep2
1mq2

!

Ep2

~Ep2
1Eq2

!

3expS 2
pW 2

2

4aq2

D . ~22!

Thus using the effective momentum profile functio
GM(pW 1 ,pW 2) constructed suitably from model dynamic
through Eqs.~21!, ~22!, and~18!, one can represent the me
son in definite momentum statePW and spin projectionSV as
the appropriate momentum-wave packet in Eq.~15!. With
this phenomenological picture showing detail dynamics
the constituent particles inside the meson-bound state, we
in a convenient position to calculate the hadronic matrix
ement for the exclusive rare decays of the typeB→K* g and
hence the corresponding form factors contributing to the p
cess.

IV. MODEL CALCULATION OF THE FORM FACTOR

As described in Sec. II, we expect the dominant mec
nism for theB→K* g transition to be the quark subproce
b→sg, determined by the electromagnetic dipole opera
O7 . Such a decay is known as the ‘‘spectator decay.’’ T
decays, governed by seven other renormalized dimension
operators (O1 – 6,8) of the effective Hamiltonian, include non
leptonic decays andb→sg decay accompanied by the glu
onic exchange with the spectator quark. These decays ter
as the ‘‘nonspectator decays’’ are not considered in
QCD-corrected quark level calculations@15–17#. These are,
in fact, very hard to calculate in the quark model. Therefo
we consider here the spectator decay only where we ass
that the spectator quark has no role to play in the de
except in binding into the meson.

While expanding the hadronic matrix element of Eq.~4!
for such a spectactor decay (B→K* g), we have taken
P[(MB,0,0,0) andk[(EK* ,0,0,ukW u). As a result, the had-
ronic matrix element is considered to be spacelike with
index m having valuesm51,2 only. Then it is trivial to find
the form factors in terms of the matrix elements belonging
specific spin states. Form51, the form factors are found to
be
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f 1~0!5AEK*
MB

&

Eg
@^K* ~k,e* !u~V11A1!uB~0!&11^K* ~k,e* !u~V11A1!uB~0!&2#,

2 f 2~0!5AEK*
MB

&

Eg
@^K* ~k,e* !u~V11A1!uB~0!&12^K* ~k,e* !u~V11A1!uB~0!&2#. ~23!

Next it is required to calculate, from the model, the matrix elements for spin states (SV561) to obtain appropriate mode
expressions for the form factors. For that we take the momentum-wave packets suitably constructed in this model in
of Eq. ~15! for the initial and final mesons and calculate the hadronic matrix element for specificK* spin states in theB-meson
rest frame to find

^K* ~k,e* !u~V11A1!uB~0!&656
Eg

2AN~0!N~kW !
E dpW bGB~pW b ,2pW b!GK* ~pW b1kW ,2pW b!

A4Epb
Epb1k

^SK* u j 1~0!uSB&6 , ~24!
e

pi

-

in

va-
ion
site
ver
gh
d at
t is
ergy
ized
n

s
-
is
t the
xt,
where Epb
5ApW b

21mb
2 and Epb1k5A(pW b1kW )21ms

2 stand

for the energy of the nonspectator quark ofB and K* , re-
spectively; ^SK* u j 1(0)uSB&6 symbolically represents th
spin matrix elements given by

^SK* u j 1~0!uSB&15
1

&
@ ūs~pW b1kW ,↑ !s̃1ub~pW b ,↓ !#,

^SK* u j 1~0!uSB&25
1

&
@ ūs~pW b1kW ,↓ !s̃1ub~pW b ,↑ !#,

~25!

where

s̃1[S s11 is2 s11 is2

s11 is2 s11 is2
D .

Now a straightforward application of spin algebra to the s
matrix elements of Eq.~25! involving free Dirac spinors
(ūs ,ub) yields

^SK* u j 1~0!uSB&15A2zF11
Eg

Epb1k1ms
1

upW bu2

3z G ,

^SK* u j 1~0!uSB&250, ~26!

with z5(Epb
1mb)(Epb1k1ms).

Using Eqs.~24! and ~26!, the model expression for tran
sition form factors of Eq.~23! can be found in the form
n

f 1~0!5AEK*
MB

1

AN~0!N~kW !

3E dpW bGB~pW b ,2pW b!GK* ~pW b1kW ,2pW b!

A4Epb
Epb1k

Q~pW b ,kW !

~27!

f 2~0!5
1

2
f 1~0! ~28!

with

Q~pW b ,kW !5AzF11
Eg

Epb1k1ms
1

upW bu2

3z G . ~29!

One can proceed as well withm52 in Eq. ~4! and obtain an
identical expression for the form factorsf 1(0) and f 2(0).
We must point out here that the invariant matrix element
this model is extracted out of theS-matrix element realized
in the standard form with the energy momentum conser
tion through the appropriate four-momentum delta funct
at the mesonic level. But such a realization at the compo
level starting from a picture at the constituent level has ne
been so straightforward. This is due to the fact that althou
three-momentum conservation is automatically guarantee
the mesonic level through the appropriate delta function, i
not so transparent in case of energy conservation. The en
conservation at the mesonic level can, however, be real
by extracting out the energy delta functio
d(Epb

2Epb1k2Eg) from within the quark level integral in

the form d(MB2EK* 2Eg) with an approximation that
(Epb

1Epd
) and (Epb1k1Epd

) in thed-function argument be

equated, in an integrated sense, to the parent meson masMB
and daughter meson energyEK* , respectively. Such an ap
proximation known as the ‘‘loose binding approximation’’
used here to describe the particle process manifested a
composite level through a constituent level dynamics. Ne
when we integrate the amplitude squared(d,SV

uMu2 over all
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TABLE I. The quark massmq , quark binding energyEq , lq , and aq for the potential paramete
(a,V0)[(0.017166 GeV3;20.1375 GeV).

Parameter
Set

Quark
q mq Eq lq aq

u 0.07875 0.47125 0.55 0.04858
Set.1 d 0.07875 0.47125 0.55 0.04858

s 0.31575 0.59100 0.90675 0.06238
b 4.77659 4.76633 9.54292 0.20237

u 0.010 0.45129 0.46129 0.04449
Set.2 d 0.010 0.45129 0.46129 0.04449

s 0.240 0.54588 0.78588 0.05807
b 4.77759 4.76732 9.54491 0.20239
io

elt
-

fo

la

n.
e

-
ith
he
pted
d

the final particle momenta to arrive at the model express
for the decay width, a phase space factor ofEK* /MB is
obtained from the argument factorization of the energy d
function d(MB2EK* 2Eg). Such a spurious factor is can
celled out by the counter factorMB /EK* already sitting in
the expression yielding to the familiar expression
G(B→K* g) in Eq. ~8! through Eqs.~27! and ~28!. There
might be some amount of uncertainty crept into the calcu
tion in the evolution of the spurious factorEK* /MB in the
expression forG(B→K* g) and its subsequent cancellatio
In order to reduce such possible uncertainty, we prefer h
ar

-

-
th
e
or
n

a

r

-

re

to push back exactly the same factorEK* /MB available in
u f 1(0)u2 and u f 2(0)u2 into the corresponding quark level in
tegrals under the same loose binding approximation w
which it was brought out from the energy argument of t
delta function. Such a procedure has already been ado
in our earlier work on radiative transitions of light an
heavy mesons in Ref. @24#. Hence AEK* /MB

5A(Epb1k1Epd
)/(Epb

1Epd
), when brought into the quark

level integrals in Eqs.~27! and ~28!, the expression for the
transition form factorf 1(0) got modified to
f 1~0!5
1

AN~0!N~kW !
E dpW bGB~pW b ,2pW b!GK* ~pW b1kW ,2pW b!Q~pW b ,kW !A~Epb1k1Epd

A4Epb
Epb1k~Epb

1Epd
!

. ~30!
ing
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ent
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ex-
and
s per
ine
We also prefer here to take the three-momentum-squ
(ukW u25uqW u25Eg

2) of the final K* meson to be fixed at the
quark level withĒg5(mb

22ms
2)/2mb wherever it appears in

side the quark level integrals forf 1(0) and f 2(0). Since the
most dominant mechanism forB→K* g is assumed to be
obtained from the quark subprocessb→sg, it is a good ap-
proximation to say that thes quark is recoiled with the mo
mentumkW . This lends credence to such a preference for
value ofukW u5Eg to be fixed at the quark level. However, th
value of Eg appearing elsewhere in the overall meson n
malization factorN(kW ) belonging to theK* meson is fixed at
the meson level withEg5(MB

22MK*
2 )/2MB . In view of

these considerations along with Eq.~28!, the expression for
the decay widthG(B→K* g) is obtained finally in terms of
the single form factorf 1(0) in the familiar form

G~B→K* g!5
aGF

2mb
2

32p4 uVcbVcs* u2uC7~mb!u2

3MB
3S 12

MK*
2

MB
2 D 3

u f 1~0!u2. ~31!
ed

e

-

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we evaluate the form factor and branch
ratio for different exclusive rare radiative decays such
B0→K* 0g, B6→K6* g, B→rg, Bs→fg, andBs→K* g
using Eqs.~30! and ~31!. The calculation primarily involves
the potential parameters (a,V0) and quark massesmq as the
input parameters. From earlier applications of the pres
model in the meson as well as the baryon sector@21–29#, the
potential parameters are taken as

~a;V0![~0.017166 GeV3; 20.1375 GeV!. ~32!

With this choice of potential parameters and two separ
sets of quark masses, the present model has generate
ground-state hyperfine mass splittings of the lig
(r,p;K* ,K) @22# as well as heavy (D* ,D;B* ,B) mesons
@27# in good agreement with the experiment by appropriat
taking into account the corrections due to the one-gluon
change at short distance, the quark-pion-like interaction
the spurious center of mass motion. The quark masses a
Refs. @21–29# referred to as the parameter set.1 determ
the quark binding energyEq , which, in fact, plays the role of
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TABLE II. Predictions for the rare radiative decay form factorf 1(0) in comparison with relativistic quark
model @20#, light cone sum rule@12#, and hybrid sum rule@13# results.

Physical
process

Our result
Set.1~Set.2! Ref. @20# Ref. @12# Ref. @13#

B6→K6* g 0.406~0.384! - - -
B0→K0* g 0.407~0.384! 0.3260.03 0.3260.05 0.30860.01360.03660.006
B→rg 0.252~0.229! 0.2660.03 0.2460.04 0.2760.01160.032
Bs→fg 0.345~0.315! 0.2760.03 0.2960.05 -
Bs→K* g 0.212~0.185! 0.2360.02 0.2060.04 -
s
t.2
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th
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re
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In
the effective constituent quark mass. The quark masse
per Refs.@23, 24, 26, 27# referred to as the parameter se
are those in the current quark mass limit. Both these set
quark masses, their corresponding binding energies and o
model quantities, are given in Table I. Since theoretical
certainty in the perturbative approach of determining the m
son masses in the model@22,27# cannot be overlooked, we
would prefer to use the observed meson masses for the
ticipating mesons, whenever they appear in the calcula
instead of using the model masses@22,27#. The relevant
CKM parameters required for all the processes conside
here are taken from Ref.@31# as

Vbc50.041; Vcs51.01; Vcd50.224. ~33!

We have takentB.1.56310212 s andtBs
.1.61310212 s,

which stand for the mean life of the decaying mesonsB and
Bs , respectively. The renormalized Wilson coefficie
C7(mb) used in the estimation of branching ratios is taken
be uC7(mb)u50.311477@32#.

With the two sets of the input parameters already fix
from hadron spectroscopy, we perform here almos
parameter-free calculation. We first evaluate numerically
integral, defining the form factorf 1(0) in Eq. ~30!. Our re-
sults for the form factor values given in Table II compa
well with the recent calculations within the framework of th
relativistic quark model@20#, light cone QCD sum rule@12#,
and hybrid sum rule@13#. The present prediction fo
B→K* g, in particular, showsf 1(0)B→K* 50.40(0.38) for
parameter set.1~set.2!. This is found to be slightly on the
higher side compared to the predictions of@12,13,20# and
those of several other model calculations@15–17# yielding
f 1(0)B→K* .(0.25– 0.31). In all other decay modes studi
here, our results agree within errors@12,13,20#. It is observed
that the large recoil effect involved in these processes, w
as

of
er
-
-

ar-
n

d

o

d
a
e

n

considered appropriately through the factorGK* (pW b1kW ,
2pW b), provides a dominant exponential enhancement le
ing to these values for the form factors in Table II.

The uncertainty in the model predictions tends to be
duced in the form factor ratios. Our predictions on the rat
with respect to parameter set.1~set.2! are as follows:

f 1~0!B→r

f 1~0!B→K* 50.62~0.60!,

f 1~0!Bs→K*

f 1~0!Bs→f 50.61~0.59!,

f 1~0!Bs→K*

f 1~0!B→K* 50.52~0.48!. ~34!

These are comparable to the corresponding prediction of
@12#, which yielded (0.7660.06), (0.6660.09), and
(0.6060.12), respectively.

With the calculated values of the form factors, the bran
ing ratios for different channels are estimated using the
pression in Eq.~31! as well as the mean life values of th
appropriate decaying mesons. Our results for the branch
ratio values are displayed in Table III. The branching rat
B(B0→K0* g) andB(B6→K6* g) are found to be in rea-
sonable agreement with the available data as well as w
several theoretical predictions including those of@12–20#.
Since there are no data as yet available for the branch
ratios in case of the decaysB→rg, Bs→fg, and
Bs→K* g, the model predictions need to be compared w
other theoretical predictions available in the literature.
TABLE III. Predictions for the branching ratio in comparison with the available data.

Branching
ratio

Our result
Set.1

Our result
Set.2

Experiment
@1,31#

B6→K6* g 6.6531025 5.9331025 (5.763.161.1)31025

B0→K0* g 6.3831025 5.6931025 (4.061.760.8)31025

B→rg 1.2431026 1.0231026 -
Bs→fg 4.8731025 4.0731025 -
Bs→K* g 9.2831027 7.0931027 -
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fact, there are only a few theoretical attempts made so fa
this sector. Recently Singer predicted that in the relativis
quark model@33#

B~Bs→fg!.~3.561.5!31025,

B~Bs→K* g!.0.04 B~Bs→fg!. ~35!

The heavy quark approach@18,34#, using a monopole param
etrization withw0.1.1, predicted

B~Bs→fg!53.5631025. ~36!
,

v.

l.

,

,
,

in
c
Our predicted values in Table III stand in good comparis
with those values@18,33,34#. Finally the branching ratio
B(B→rg) predicted in this model is also comparable wi
that of Ref.@35#.

In view of the consistency of our predictions with th
large number of theoretical predictions as well as the exp
mental data, the present model provides a suitable alterna
scheme to analyze the exclusive rare radiativeB andBs de-
cays. Our predictions for the decaysB→rg, Bs→fg, and
Bs→K* g would certainly guide future experiments for a s
of precise data in this sector.
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